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Summary: Terrestrial Laserscanning has proved to be an important tool for documentation of cultural heritage objects. The latest generation of phase shift scanners features an extremely high scanning speed and improved accuracy, thus making it possible to capture surface detail in the millimetre range. This was previously the exclusive domain of close range triangulation scanners. Triangulation scanners, however, usually have a very limited field of view, thus requiring a large number of scans even for relatively small objects. This can be economically prohibitive. Phase shift scanners, on the other hand, produce huge amounts of data, which commonly used modelling software cannot handle properly. In this paper we present a chain of pre-processing steps which utilizes redundancy to reduce the amount of data without loosing detail at edges. We compare the results obtained by applying our method with the results obtained with commercially available software packages. Since our method is computationally intensive, it is designed to be applied in a batch process, rather than interactively. Therefore, we present a method for estimating necessary parameters. Furthermore we show that a global set of parameters is not suitable, since the point density varies significantly within a single scan and suggest a way to set these parameters adaptively.

1 Introduction

For the management of cultural heritage sites it is essential that their assets and all provisions aimed at their preservation are documented. Detailed three dimensional geometrical models are becoming more important, supplementing the traditional photogrammetric and tachymetric records. Terrestrial laser scanners have recently been successfully used to capture the data needed for the construction of such models.

There are three different types of terrestrial laser scanners: instruments utilizing the time-of-flight (TOF) measurement principle for ranges up to one kilometre, instruments utilizing the phase shift measurement principle for ranges of a few dozens of meters and instruments using triangulation for ranges of a few meters or less. Currently available TOF scanners are either slow or have a limited accuracy with their high range being of relatively little importance for the task of cultural heritage documentation at mm-resolution. Triangulation scanners on the other hand have a very small field of view, requiring a large number of individual scans and labour-intensive post processing, which can be economically prohibitive.

The latest generation of phase shift scanners features an extremely high scanning speed and improved accuracy, thus making it possible to capture surface detail with a resolution of up to one millimetre. This was previously the exclusive domain of close range triangulation scanners. Further advantages of phase shift scanners are the much larger field of view and greater potential for automated post-processing which is economically advantageous, thus making them a viable choice if sub-millimetre accuracy is not required.

The use of phase shift scanners is not without challenges, however. With measurement rates of up to 500 kHz, a high resolution point cloud contains a huge number of points (up to 600 mio.), which commercial of the shelf (COTS) modelling software cannot handle directly. It is therefore necessary to apply thinning to reduce the quantity of data. While being fairly homogeneous locally, the point density at different parts of the scan can vary significantly, depending mainly on the polar range and angle of incidence. This makes it necessary to set parameters adaptively if optimal results are to be achieved in the processing of the point cloud. This, however, is usually not possible with COTS software. If this pre-processing is not done carefully loss of detail or even larger scale model deformation can occur, which can be hard to detect at later stages of the processing.

In this paper we propose a chain of pre-processing steps for thinning and smoothing, i.e., 3D filtering, of point clouds acquired with phase shift terrestrial laser scanners. The pre-processing steps include surface normal estimation, surface roughness classification, outlier detection and removal, thinning, and smoothing. Our goal is to avoid loss of detail, especially around edges, while also avoiding model deformations, to achieve millimetre resolution and accuracy of the geometric models.

Since this pre-processing is time-consuming it is designed to be applied in a batch process, rather than interactively. This means that all parameters of the computation must be known in advance. We show how the parameters needed in the computation can be estimated. We also show how to set these parameters adaptively.

To evaluate whether we achieved our goals, we compare the models generated after applying the pre-processing to the original point cloud to see whether there are any major differences. We also compare our results with the results obtained by using COTS software.

2 Related Work

A typical workflow from data (point cloud) acquisition to the final, geometrical surface model, e.g., triangulation (Amenta et al. 2001), or manual construction of primitives (Bohm et al. 2007) comprises the following steps:

- Data acquisition: Measurement of the point cloud
- Calibration: Elimination of systematic effects
- Thinning: Reducing the amount of data
- Smoothing: minimization of measurement noise
• **Registration**: Transformation of the individual point clouds (scans) into a project coordinate system (in photogrammetric context often referred to as orientation)

• **Merging**: Combining multiple point clouds into one cloud, possibly including thinning

• **Surface modelling**: Triangulation, freeform surface estimation, or primitive fitting

Note that the order of the steps can vary, especially the registration and surface modelling is sometimes applied before the thinning and smoothing steps.

Within the introduction, we gave a coarse overview on laser scanning techniques for point cloud acquisition. A survey of some TLS instruments can be found in (Kersten et al. 2008).

Calibration, i.e., the correction of systematic errors, is extremely important to achieve good accuracy. Ideally this is done by the instrument manufacturer and applied transparently during data acquisition. However, sometimes there are systematic errors which are not handled properly by the built-in calibration (Nothegger & Dorninger 2007). In this case additional calibration functions need to be determined and applied (Dorninger et al. 2008, GielisDorf et al. 2004, Lichti 2007).

While calibration tries to eliminate systematic errors, smoothing is used to reduce the effect of random measurement errors by using averaging. Smoothing can be applied either to the point cloud (Levin 2003), or to a mesh. Mesh smoothing is well studied. For a recent comparison of common methods see for example (Belyaev & Ohtake 2003).

Thinning is used to reduce the amount of data to process or store. Just like smoothing it can either be applied to the point cloud or to a polygonal mesh. Mesh simplification or reduction is well studied and has also been studied in the context of cultural heritage documentation (Lindstaedt et al. 2008). Thinning of point clouds ranges from simple resampling to sophisticated point cloud simplification methods (Pauly et al. 2002, Møenning & Dodgson 2003, Song & Feng 2007). The advantage of using the mesh based methods for thinning and smoothing is that they can take advantage of topological relations given by the mesh. This is also their drawback since it is not easy to generate a sufficiently good mesh from the raw point cloud.

The registration of point clouds can be realized by means of tie points (signalized points or points that can be identified within a scene), relatively (i.e., minimizing the distances of the points belonging to the individual point clouds), or as a combination of both. For registration based on tie points, the achievable accuracy increases with the number and geometric distribution of given tie points. In many cases, extensive use of signalized points is not feasible (too few natural points and the placement of signalized points on the object is prohibited), possibly leading to insufficient results. For relative registration, the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm (Rusinkiewicz & Levoy 2001) is commonly used. For that, overlapping scenes and an approximation of the solution are required. A method, combining tie point observations and relative registration is described by (Akca & Gruen 2007).

The triangulation of point clouds has been actively studied in computer graphics. Numerous algorithms exist that can be used to reconstruct surfaces from noisefree point samples (Hoppe et al. 1992, Amenda & Bern 1999, or Dey & Goswami 2003). Some of these algorithms have been extended such that they also work with noisy data (Dey & Goswami 2006, Kolluri et al. 2004, Kazhdan et al. 2006). They work best when the noise level is low, which makes it necessary to reduce measurement noise in situations where noise levels are high. Another problem with the latter two algorithms is that they optimize globally, which makes them unsuitable for large datasets. Currently efforts are being made to derive localized algorithms (Schall et al. 2007).

### 3 Pre-processing

The goal of our proposed pre-processing chain is to reduce point density and measurement noise considerably while preserving richness in detail as best as possible. The first step in the chain is the analysis of the surface and a classification according to the local curvature. The second step consists of a computation of robust surface normal vectors with outlier detection and elimination. The third step is a
We propose a different approach, which is also based on robust estimation, but it avoids the need to explicitly segment the point cloud. We use the Fast Minimum Covariance Determinant (FMCD) estimator (ROUSSEEUW & van DRIESEN 1999) for the highly robust estimation of surface normal vectors. The FMCD estimator robustly determines a covariance matrix $C$ from the local neighbourhood $k$. It works by starting with a minimal subset of known good, i.e., belonging to the same smooth surface patch, points needed to compute a non-singular covariance matrix $C_0$. This set is then enlarged to contain at least $k/2+2$ points by including those points which have the highest probability of being good points as well and afterwards, a new covariance matrix $C_1$ is computed. This step is iterated by again selecting the $k/2+2$ points having the highest probability of being good points and computing $C_{i+1}$ until convergence. That last covariance matrix is used to select all points from the original neighbourhood that are also good points, up to a certain error bound. The surface normal vector is then computed from this set of points which probably belongs to the same smooth surface patch by taking the eigenvector corresponding to the least eigenvector of the covariance matrix $C_{\text{good}}$.

As described above the algorithm needs at least four known good points to start with. The original algorithm uses random sampling to get as many starting sets as are needed to have at least one set of only good points, up to a certain error bound. The surface normal vector is then computed from this set of points which probably belongs to the same smooth surface patch by taking the eigenvector corresponding to the least eigenvector of the covariance matrix $C_{\text{good}}$.

As described above the algorithm needs at least four known good points to start with. The original algorithm uses random sampling to get as many starting sets as are needed to have at least one set of only good points, up to a certain probability, and iterating the most promising sets. Depending on the neighbourhood size this would require up to several hundred start sets. This is not really much, but since the iteration is computationally expensive and hundreds of millions of points need to be processed this would result in quite unacceptable computation times.

Thus we replaced the random sampling with a heuristic which utilizes the fact that the points are in fact point samples of a surface. If the surface was classified as being smooth, only as single start set is used consisting of the points having the least distance to an adjusting plane. This is sufficient since in this case we do not expect any points belonging to different surface patches. If the surface was classified

3.1 Surface Analysis

The surface analysis we perform is based on the covariance analysis of the local neighbourhood. (PAULY et al. 2002) have shown that the surface variation – which can be computed from the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix – can be used instead of the local surface curvature for estimating surface roughness. In some cases it is even advantageous to use surface variation instead of curvature estimation based on function fitting. The surface is then classified into smooth, rough and intermediate areas by using the maximum surface variation in the neighbourhood and applying some thresholds. Note that these thresholds heavily depend on the choice of $k$.

3.2 Normal Vector Estimation

Normal vectors can be estimated quite easily from the covariance analysis of the local neighbourhood (DEY et al. 2005). The problem with this approach is that it only works for continuous and smooth surfaces, i.e., surfaces not containing any sharp features. This problem can be circumvented by first segmenting the point cloud into piecewise smooth patches. (FLEISHMAN et al. 2005) proposed a method based on region growing in conjunction with robust estimation to reconstruct these piecewise smooth surfaces.
points within this radius can be considered to be redundant measurements of more or less the same area. This can be assumed if the point spacing is smaller than the laser footprint. The points within the cylinder are projected onto the cylinder axis. Along the cylinder’s axis a univariate density is estimated and the point being closest to the mode of this distribution is chosen as the representative point. The other points are removed from the dataset. The mode of the distribution is found by applying the mean-shift algorithm (Cheng 1995).

### 3.3 Thinning and Smoothing

In the thinning step (cf. Fig. 1), the estimated normal vectors are used to determine points having the highest probability of being closest to the real surface. We start by selecting a random point. From this point we take all points within a cylinder defined by a radius $r$ around that point and having normal vectors differing by no more than a certain angle. The cylinder axis is defined by the normal vector. For optimal results $r$ should be chosen such that the

![Fig. 1: Illustration of the thinning step. Left: point distribution and footprint extension. Right: distribution of the points within the footprint in a profile view, local surface normal and finally estimated surface at the mode of the locally estimated density.](image-url)

Fig. 1: Illustration of the thinning step. Left: point distribution and footprint extension. Right: distribution of the points within the footprint in a profile view, local surface normal and finally estimated surface at the mode of the locally estimated density.
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Fig. 2: Photo of a Rocaille stove showing the test area (black rectangle) covering about 45 by 35 cm (a: whole object, b: test area). c shows the original point cloud, d the classification result and e the filtered point cloud. A triangulation of the whole object is shown in f.
This is repeated until the desired point density is reached. The result is a resampled point cloud in which random measurement noise is reduced and which has a more homogeneous spacing of points while preserving detail. This is because in areas with higher point densities – either because of being closer to the scanner, because of the incidence angle, or because of overlapping scans – more points are deleted than in areas of low point densities. The radius \( r \) can be chosen adaptively depending on the roughness classification (cf. Section 3.1) and thus allowing for curvature based thinning, i.e., more points are retained in rough areas than in smooth areas.

Fig. 2 shows the described processing steps applied to a test dataset. Images of the whole object and the testing area are shown in (a) and (b). A rendering of the original point cloud is shown in (c). The result of the classification step is shown in (d) and the result of the 3D filtering, i.e., smoothing and thinning, in (e). Fig. 2f shows a triangulation of the whole object.

### 3.4 Parameter Estimation

As explained above, the choice of \( k \) is crucial for consistent and reliable results for the entire scan. We want to choose \( k \) such that for all flat surfaces the surface variation is constant, i.e., the ratio of the smallest to the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the neighbourhood must be constant:

\[
\frac{\lambda_3}{\lambda_1} = \text{const} \quad (\text{with } \lambda_1 > \lambda_2 > \lambda_3)
\]  

(1)

Note that for larger \( k \), \( \lambda_3 \) converges to the random measurement error \( \sigma^2 \). \( \sigma^2 \) is also assumed to be constant, meaning that \( \lambda_1 \) must also be constant. \( \lambda_1 \) depends on the neighbourhood size \( k \), the local point density, and the local curvature. But since we are only considering flat areas, we can disregard the curvature. In other words \( k \) is proportional to \( \lambda_1 \) up to a factor depending on the local density.

For a given start point, we can compute the ratio \( \lambda_3 / \lambda_1 \) for increasing \( k \). At a certain point this ratio will drop below a threshold \( \tau \). \( k \) is then chosen as the point where the ratio falls below the threshold \( \tau \). The value of \( \tau \) can be chosen empirically. It depends on the error bounds for the normal vectors.

### 3.5 Parameter Adaptation

As described above, the optimal \( k \) depends on the relation between measurement noise and point density. For TLS the measurement noise is fairly constant, increasing just slightly with

![Fig. 3: Neighborhood estimation based on \( \lambda_3/\lambda_1 \) for increasing \( k \). Threshold \( \tau \) (red line) and the tangent fitted to the curve for the intersection point determination (black line) are shown.](image-url)
All point clouds presented in this paper were acquired in Schönbrunn Palace, Vienna, Austria using Faro scanners (www.faro.com). The detail of a pillar was acquired using a Faro Photon and the point cloud representing the historic stove (see also Section 3.3) was acquired using a Faro LS 880HE. Both scanners apply the phase shift measurement principle. They emit a laser beam with a wavelength of 785 nm, their maximum sampling rate is 120000 Hz, and the distance measurement range is between 1 and 70 m. The beam divergences and diameters are slightly different (0.16 mrad and 3.3 mm at exit for the Photon resp. 0.25 mrad and 3 mm for the 880HE). The achievable precision of the Photon (rms@25 m: 2.2 mm) is better than that of the 880HE (rms@10 m: 3 mm).

We processed the data on a dual Xeon X5355 workstation (2.66 GHz, 8 cores). On this machine our algorithm processes 0.5 million points per minute on average. The estimation of the parameters takes about an hour, however, this has to be done only once for each type of application.

To evaluate the quality of a triangulated model, we compare the model to the original point cloud using difference models. All triangulations were determined by Geomagic Stu-
dio 10 (www.geomagic.com). For a best fitting model we expect randomly distributed differences with a magnitude equal to that of the measurement noise level, no systematic deformations, but possibly large differences at erroneously measured points.

The first test dataset is an 80 by 40 cm part of a pillar of an arcade of Schönbrunn Palace. The point cloud consists of 1.2 million points acquired from four scan positions at a scanning distance of 1.5 m. The mean point spacing was 2 mm. This object mainly consists of planar faces which are bounded by sharp edges. We chose this object to test our method’s behaviour at these edges. Fig. 5, left, shows the result of a processing with Geomagic, whereas the right image shows the result obtained by applying our pre-processing prior to triangulation. The noise level of the scanner is approximately 2 mm, thus we would expect that a mesh which faithfully models the original point cloud show only green, yellow or cyan colours in the difference model, whereas orange, red or blue indicate significant deviations. It can clearly be seen that we mostly achieve our goal, whereas the model derived with Geomagic only shows deviations of approximately 3 mm around the sharp edges.

The second test dataset is a 45 by 35 cm part of a historic stove (cf. Fig. 2b). The point cloud consists of 348921 points with a mean point spacing of 0.7 mm at the scanning distance of 5 m. This dataset contains surfaces of varying curvatures, some sharp edges but no flat surfaces. First, we determined triangulation models using the instrument vendor’s software FaroScene, and Geomagic. We tested numerous, different workflows to determine triangulation models using these two software packages. Apparently the best results were achieved, combining functionality of both products. Model 1, shown in Fig. 6a, was generated by applying only a little smoothing in FaroScene and successive triangulation with noise reduction in Geomagic. It represents the surface detail almost properly (cf. Figure 6b: low differences at sharp structures and almost no global deformations), but the influence of the noise was not suppressed sufficiently. Hence, we increased the smoothing in FaroScene to generate model 2 (cf. Fig. 6c). Apparently, the noise was eliminated, but systematic differences occur at detailed structures (red and blue coloured regions) and additionally, sharp edges are smoothed (cf. Fig. 6d). Model 3 was determined from a point cloud after applying our pre-processing method resulting in a filtered point cloud of 75000 points.

Due to the slightly higher noise level (approx. 3 mm) of the 880HE scanner used for

![Fig. 5: Detail of a pillar. Left: Model generated using Geomagic only. Right: Model generated by combining our method with a triangulation by Geomagic. The color coding represents the differences of the models to the original point cloud and ranges from −10 (blue) to +10 mm (red) with 1 mm intervals. Differences of ±1 mm are shown in green.](image-url)
data acquisition, also orange and light blue colours are acceptable. Here also we succeeded in achieving our goals as our model features the advantages of the other two models: The noise is suppressed sufficiently within the whole testing area (cf. Fig. 6e) and the mean systematic differences at detailed surface structures, i.e., stuccoes, are within the range of the noise (cf. Fig. 6f), hence preserving richness in detail. Moreover, no global deformations – as occurring in model 2 – are introduced by this approach and sharp structures (edges) are well preserved (cf. Fig. 6e, upper, left region).

These findings are further illustrated by Tab. 1. The first column lists the number of points from which the model was created. In our pre-processing we reduced the number of points to about 22%. For the construction of the models 1 and 2 only smoothing and outlier elimination was used such that no loss of detail resulting from resampling was incurred. Nonetheless it can be seen that Model 3 has the lowest average deviation from the original point cloud, despite the other models being derived from more points. The deviations of Model 2 are almost 50% higher than those of Model 3. To assess the smoothness of the models we computed the angles between neighbouring triangles. We then computed the average of the 25% and 10% smallest angles respectively. Model 1 clearly has the roughest surface of all models. Considering the 10% smallest angles the Models 2 and 3 are equal, however, considering the 25% smallest angles shows that Model 2 is smoother in this respect. This is because the 10% of smallest angles are exclusively in the flat areas while the 25% also contain triangles which are within the feature rich areas. Fig. 6 also shows that in feature rich areas Model 2 is clearly smoother, if not overly smooth.

Tab. 1: Comparison of the models. The table lists the number of points from which the model was derived, the standard deviation of the distance to the original points, the average of the positive and negative distances and the average angle between neighboring triangles considering small angles only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>343010</td>
<td>199999</td>
<td>3.1 mm</td>
<td>2.4 mm</td>
<td>−2.2 mm</td>
<td>4.66°</td>
<td>0.97°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>346295</td>
<td>199999</td>
<td>4.0 mm</td>
<td>3.1 mm</td>
<td>−2.9 mm</td>
<td>1.05°</td>
<td>0.21°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>76377</td>
<td>156841</td>
<td>2.7 mm</td>
<td>2.0 mm</td>
<td>−2.1 mm</td>
<td>1.94°</td>
<td>0.22°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: Rendered triangulations of model 1 (a), 2 (c), and 3 (e). Differences of these models to the original point cloud are shown below (b), (d), and (f)). Color coding as in Fig. 5.
5 Conclusions

Phase shift laser scanning is an efficient data acquisition technique that is suitable for many purposes. Compared to triangulation scanners, data acquisition can be performed faster and the effort for registration of individual scans can be reduced significantly. Nevertheless the processing of the point cloud poses a number of challenges that must be overcome if the full potential of the instruments is to be tapped. These challenges are the need to verify the calibration of the instrument, the huge size of the point cloud and the relatively high noise level.

We presented a method for pre-processing point clouds from phase shift laser scanners, which can be applied fully automatically, since it only requires one parameter to be set – the size of the local neighbourhood – and this parameter can be chosen adaptively according to well known criteria. We demonstrated that it does neither introduce smoothing around edges nor any global deformations. The result of this pre-processing is a point cloud which is reduced in size and has a more homogeneous point density.

The point cloud simplification methods cited in Section 2 are much more aggressive in their reduction of the size of the point cloud. They are, however, aiming at deriving a final point set for storage and display, where efficient use of storage space is important. We consider the thinned point cloud only as the input for later processing steps, i.e., triangulation, where a homogeneous, dense sampling of the surface is required.

Our algorithm works by fitting planes to the surface. This works well in most circumstances, but for surfaces with high curvature it leads to some deformation. It remains to be examined if this algorithm can be extended to robustly fit second order surfaces if a smooth, but highly curved surface is detected. Another issue that should be investigated is whether the initial surface analysis can be made more reliable by using a hierarchical approach.

To determine 3D models by triangulating the pre-processed points, we used the commercial software package Geomagic. Unfortunately, the triangulation algorithm suffers from certain deficiencies. For example, the resulting model is (in general) not watertight requiring interactive post processing, very large datasets cannot be processed properly, control parameters are used globally, etc. Hence, advances in triangulation methods will improve the automation and the achievable quality of 3D models determined from terrestrial laser scanner data.

Concluding, it can be stated that the presented method allows pre-processing of points acquired by phase shift scanners for subsequent model generation at millimetre scale. This increases the economical attractiveness for the application of laser scanner technology, especially in the field of cultural heritage documentation.
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